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Migration Accelerator
for moving to M-Files
Make migration an opportunity, not a challenge

Migration Accelerator is an advanced automated content migration tool built to handle the
complexity of migration from legacy Enterprise Content Management (ECM), Enterprise File Sync
and Share platforms to M-Files intelligent information management platform hosted on-premises
or in the cloud.
Migration Accelerator includes advanced features for source content analytics, intelligent content
classification, metadata and taxonomy enrichment, security remodelling, content re-structuring
and format/OCR conversion as part of your migration to M-Files. It allows you to gain maximum
value from your business content. Turning migration into an opportunity to enrich content,
harness collective knowledge, data and security compliance, transform your business processes
and improve collaboration in your modern workplace.

Trusted around the world for complex migrations:

Benefit throughout every stage of your migration to M-Files
Before you migrate
Actionable insights into content

Identify potential issues

Full discovery and analysis of your content
with detailed drill-down reports using
Power BI.

Stay on schedule and in budget with
intelligent pre-migration checks to identify
potential risks before migration.

Content Architecture Review

In-depth analytics

Review metadata, taxonomy, structure
and security permissions to identify
potential information architecture gaps.

Rules-based engine for detailed content
analytics to mitigate migration risks early
by understanding comprehensive item and
version level audits.
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While you migrate

Supported source systems

Maintain business continuity
Minimise downtime thanks to high-speed,
incremental migration and reusable
scheduled tasks.

Intelligently classify documents
Our AI engine uses machine learning to
intelligently recognise and classify your
business documents and data.

Enrich and restructure content

Enrich your content via classification,
IA remapping, metadata & taxonomy. Plus
advanced OCR, image to PDF and other
document format conversion.

Seamlessly enforce compliance
Customisable rules give you the power to
ensure compliance with your internal and
industry standards.

Automatically manage links
Automatically update links inside
documents to keep them active postmigration.

High-performance scalability
Migrate millions of items a day using our
scalable, high-throughput engine.

After you migrate
Integrate your content portfolio
Sync or integrate multiple systems and
repositories easily and quickly.

Improved user productivity
Exploit the potential of your content
through optimised AI and searchability;
turning it into a powerful business asset.

Make your migration to M-Files
faster, easier and error-free with
Proventeq’s Migration Accelerator.
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